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          Exquisite Reclaimed Wood Floors
DEALS & INVENTORY SPECIALS

          Reclaimed Oak Flooring - Distressed
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          Superior Wide Plank Flooring
We're Experts & Educators, Ask Us Questions!

          White Oak Wide Plank Flooring
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          The Beauty of Reclaimed Wood
Need Samples?  Request Away!

          Reclaimed Oak Flooring - Remilled
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          Inspired American Flooring
Gotta Have It? Request Pricing & Samples!

          Live Sawn White Oak Flooring
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          Rich In Color & Character
Go Ahead, Tell Us About Your Project!

          Wide Plank Cherry Flooring
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            Let's Get Started!

We're here and ready to guide you through the exciting process of choosing your forever floor.  

Read More

          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          
            Why Us?

            K.D. Woods Company offers superior reclaimed wood floors, specialty wide plank flooring, reclaimed barnsiding, reclaimed lumber, and matching accessories.

The time worn timbers of America's venerable old bulidings begin a new life at K.D. Woods Company.  Reclaimed wood from aging barns, mills, and factories once destined for demolition; these boards, planks and reclaimed beams are the proud legacy of our old growth forests and American heritage.

With nearly 25 years of experience in the reclaimed wood flooring and new wide plank flooring industries, we've been known for honesty, integrity, and a real commitment to our customer...not to mention amazingly authentic reclaimed floors.  Our goal is to provide you with the absolute best purchasing experience as you research and select your forever floor; and that means educating you as much as we can on the reclaimed lumber or new wood resource, the manufacturing process, the end product and any information you need for installation, sanding and finishing.  Give us a call, we promise you will love us!



SEE HOW RECLAIMED WOOD FLOORS ARE MADE >

The world of reclaimed wood is filled with unique materials that once called old barns, out buildings, houses and factories their home.  Rich in history and character, this reclaimed lumber is carefully deconstructed and processed so that what you receive is 100% usable and guaranteed to be authentic reclaimed wood floors.



            
              
                	15 Years of Experience
	Exceptional Customer Service
	The Widest Product Line & Largest Facility
	Architectural Accents Complete Your Interior
	Kiln Drying Is A Must


              

              
                	Strict Grading Standards
	Precision Millwork
	Careful Packaging Protects Your Investment
	Delivery Is Easy and Inexpensive
	Our Reputation Is On Your Floor!
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            What Are Our Customers Saying?

          

          
            
              
                
Karen,
 
 When it came to choosing flooring for our new home we were really perplexed.  How to make a decision on both the floor and the company to get it from.  As you know there are a lot of choices but what made the difference for us was the caring attitude we got from you.  We were nervous throughout the process, especially at the end when our contractor was too anxious to put the finish on the floor, and according to him could not find a flooring 'expert' willing to take it on either.  Your gentle 'care and feeding' of us (well after the sale I might add) gave my wife and I the confidence to just go and finish it ourselves. And we're glad we did. Although the buffer experience was a long and steep learning curve, we figured it out. The end product is gorgeous.  Exactly what we wanted.  I'm writing this to let anyone else who might be in our situation (of high anxiety with wood flooring for their dream home) to know we are sooooo glad we went with you. As you know I must have contacted you both 10 times after the sale regarding installation and finishing.  You two are so great, and truly cared about us getting the superb look we wanted for our dream home, rather than just a sale. Now that its over I think we underpaid for the quality we got, both in the perfect product manufactured to tight tolerances (believe me I inspect this stuff) and the superb service before, during and after the sale. If you were publicly traded (you aren't are you?) I'd be buying stock. I don't often do this but when I encounter excellence I like to support it.  Sadly I don't run into it that often. Thank you one thousand times for taking care of us through this entire experience!
 
 Ron and Mitzie
- 





Good Morning Karen and Pete,

I apologize for the tardiness of my message, but I am writing simply to say “THANK YOU” once again for helping Michelle and me with our hardwood floor purchase.  The Highlands Plank reclaimed flooring is simply amazing.  It turned a wonderful log cabin project into a spectacular beauty! The floors really added a new layer of “warmth” to our home.  It is the first compliment that people pay when they step inside.  Thank you!



Everything about the process of ordering online with you went without hiccup and I was thankful for that.  When a customer orders a large volume of expensive and very heavy product online, from a company 4 states away, they are taking quite a risk.  It isn’t like a person can simply return the floor if one is not happy!  KD Woods Co. did not disappoint!! 



Thanks again!

Regards,

Dave-
- 





The hickory is here! Everything looks awesome. Long, wide, and full of character. Worth every penny and I still haven't even opened it all up yet. Thanks again, you girls are the best.
- Brett Schultz
Sruxton, North Carolina
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